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1. Overview

The program of further harmonization of Business and Consumers survey at EU level

has recently contributed to the introduction of a number of relevant innovations in the

way the surveys are conducted at the National level. For ISAE, the harmonization

process has been coupled with “endogenous” innovation, aiming at enhancing the

methodologies used to gather and elaborate surveys’ micro data. This process is

involving the majority of the surveys that ISAE performs within the EU harmonized

program; in particular, the more relevant innovations (stemming both from “exogenous”

and “endogenous” concerns) that are going to be (or, has recently been) implemented

are:

1. The extension of the Service sector survey to the whole of the market service

sector.

2. A study of the retail trade survey, regarding in particular the sampling design and

the classification of large and small firms.

3. A study of the Investment Survey, regarding in particular the estimation of

sample population parameters in the case of quantitative survey.

4. A study of the Manufacturing survey, with the objective of providing a thorough

renewal of the sectoral classification and weights.

2. The extension of the Service sector Survey

According to the Commission recommendations, the ISAE service sector survey has

recently been deeply revised and enlarged. As a result, since January 2003 the survey is

carried out on a monthly basis on a sample of 2000 firms, including the overall market

services. Moreover, the survey adopts now a sample design stratified both on sectors and

geographic partitions.

Sector Coverage and the questionnaire

Since January 2003 ISAE Service Survey includes eighteen sectors of the Nace Rev.1.1

sections H, I, J, K. Sectors are partly suggested by the European Commission, and partly

selected for their economic importance in the Italian economy. For the purpose of a better

synthesis, the sectors are grouped in three “macro sectors” named “Business Services” in



the case of sector inquired in the previous survey, “Financial Services”1 for the NACE

section J, and of “Households Services” for the remaining sectors. Table 1, column A,

shows the detail of the adopted classification. The B column also allows following the

chronological evolution of the sector coverage.

The firms are requested to give information referring to the current month, according to the

timing applied to the business survey. The questionnaire mainly reflects the Commission

suggestions, with only some enlargements on specific topics.  It is composed by two

quantitative structural questions and ten qualitative monthly questions: assessments on

order books (with the domestic and foreign differentiation), assessments on business

situation and on employment; forecasts on order books, business situation, employment

and selling prices and general economic situation. Moreover, on a quarterly basis, ISAE

poses to its sample specific questions concerning the existence and nature of obstacles to

production growth as scarce demand, scarce manpower, insufficient room and/or plants,

financial constraints or other obstacles. Also, on annual basis ISAE poses to the sample

questions on the assessments and expectations on investments, the state of the

competition (domestic and foreign), perspectives of production growth, intentions of

employing new workers, qualified or not, and the eventual difficulties met in finding of

qualified workers. The quarterly question as been added in the 2003 survey.

The sample design

Since January 2003, the reference population is composed by the firms with at least 6

workers2, included in the 1999 Integrated Statistical Archive of Active firms (ASIA) and

operating in the overall market services. The sample size has been doubled, passing from

1000 to 2000 units with the purpose to widen information without loosing the preexisting

one, and at the same time in order to keep the precision of statistics computed. In

qualitative survey inquiries, such sample size guarantees for a simple random sample,

with a 95% confidence interval, a 2.2% maximum possible estimation error.

To increase the quality and the precision of the estimates, ISAE adopted a complex

sample design, stratified both by sector of economic activity, as in 1998, and by

                                                
1 For the time being, the ISAE Survey disseminates information only on the financial Sector 67 as for Sector 65 and 66
is has not been reached a reliable sample size.
2 An operational constrain of a minimum firm size (in term of workers) is necessary to guarantee the stability of the
panel. In case of services sector, characterised by an average firm’s size smaller than manufacturing, the minimum
threshold of 6 workers has been chosen (for manufacturing the threshold is set to10).



geographical partitions; the unit allocation to strata is optimal in the Neyman sense. This

technique, usually employed on sampling firms, has the effect of attributing a

proportionally greater size (compared to population size in that strata) to more

heterogeneous strata. Heterogeneity is appraised through the variance of strata computed

with respect to a reference variable that is not object of investigation in the survey; in our

case the variable is the number of firm’s employees. In order to preserve the previous

design,  the old panel has been totally included maintaining the “loyal” firms. This choice

has induced to an over-sampling of some strata. Moreover, a minimum size threshold has

been fixed to 50 units for strata in order to obtain reliable results. The theoretical sample

composition is shown in Table 2.

The data processing procedure

ISAE adopts a two-stage data processing procedure. The first stage consists in weighting

the answers of each firm with an “internal” weights, that concurs to reduce the distortions

deriving from the different degree of firm influence on confidence climate by giving to “big”

firms more weight in the determination of the total result; the relative importance of a firm

is measured by the central value of the turnover class it declares to belong to 3. In the

second stage, frequencies computed in each elementary strata are combined using a

system of “external” weights, calculated on the basis of value added produced in the

corresponding population strata; the external weight thus reflect the relative importance of

that strata in the whole market service sector. The second stage weighting method is one

of the features that distinguish the 2003 service survey from that carried out previously,

and has been introduced to improve the quality of the estimation, reducing the effect the

firm absolute dimension on the indicators computed. The weighting matrix has been

estimated by ISAE on the basis on data of value added produced by services sector in

1999 supplied directly for that purpose by ISTAT. The electronic data processing

procedure is entirely realized at ISAE.

3. The retail trade survey: sampling design and a classification problem

The retail trade survey has recently been restructured, particularly concerning the

sampling design and the classification of large and small retail outlets4.

                                                
3 The turnover declared by the firm themselves is used as proxy of their relative importance. As turnover is a sensitive
variable, is asked in seven main brackets and only twice a year to minimize the replay refusals.
4 See S. Leproux (2002), “L’inchiesta ISAE-UE presso le imprese del commercio al minuto tradizionale e della grande
distribuzione: la revisione dell’impianto metodologico”, Documento di lavoro ISAE, n. 32, Roma



The sample has been recently renewed; the main innovations have to do with sample

selection and stratification: firms has been randomly selected from the population Archive

ASIA, and it has been stratified along three variables, namely, geography, the type of the

firm (large or small) and the predominant activity of the firm. Moreover, the number of firms

in each sample strata is now proportional to the weight of the strata in terms of turnover.

The distinction between “large” and “small” retail firms in the ISAE survey was previously

based on the number of outlets: a firm was considered “large” if it had more than 6 outlets,

being small firms all those having between 1 and 5 outlets. Now, the classification is made

on the basis of the total square-meters of the outlet: according to the National Institute of

Statistics classification, are considered “large” firms those having at least 400 square

meters area (200 square meters for outlets selling only food, drink and tobacco), all the

others being considered as “small” retail firms.

4. The Investment Survey: treatment of quantitative business survey data.

The Investment survey is the only harmonized survey that provides, beside qualitative

information concerning the destination of investment expenditures, quantitative information

on the annual rate of growth of manufacturing firms’ investment expenditures. In the ISAE

survey this information has always been directly calculated from a quantitative question

concerning the actual firm investment in two consecutive years.

The gathering of quantitative information requires a more careful methodological analysis

of the data at the firm level, both for the control of the quality and for the aggregation of

micro data. Concerning the control of the micro data at the firm level, ISAE has

strengthened the deterministic procedure normally used to control for survey data and has

introduced some “new” statistical procedures.

Deterministic controls are based on “judgmental” analysis of the quality of each

questionnaire: in particular, firm responses are checked for the presence of outliers and/or

missing data. In these cases, firms are then tentatively re-interviewed, with the scope of

trying to correct for “low probability”-non representative outliers, and for missing data.



Starting from the survey conducted in the spring 20035, ISAE has also introduced a new

procedure to process missing data 6, involving the estimation of a statistical model of firm

behavior, based on the structural characteristic of the firm (size, geography, sector), and

on the investment level of the previous year (if available). Given the fact that the model is

performing fairly well in statistical and econometric terms, and that only a small proportion

of data is missing with respect to the whole sample, we have proceeded to adopt this

model in the final data release.

On the other hand, concerning the treatment of non-representative outliers, we have tried

to apply a “winsorised” mean to reduce the variability in the tail of the response

distribution; however, final results appeared to be strongly affected by the winsorisation.

Considering also that is very difficult to assess if the outlier is actually non-representative

(it is indeed possible that it is a correct, even if with low-probability, realization of the

phenomenon under observation), we have decided against the use of winsorisation for

correcting the data.

Finally, concerning aggregation procedures, for quantitative data starting from the May

2003 survey we have introduced a new procedure based on the calculation of an

“expansion” factor of the data at firm level. The “expansion” factor is given by the ratio, in

each strata (the strata is defined in terms of the region, the sector and the dimension of the

firm) between the number of firms in the sample and that in the Universe. In practice, we

have:
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where It is the estimation of total investment of manufacturing sector at time t, It i are the

firm level investments at time t, ws
i is the expansion factor and N and n are, respectively,

the number of firms in the total population and that in the sample, for each strata h. In

practice, the use of the expansion factor ws
i allows to take into consideration, in the

estimation of total manufacturing investment, the actual structure of the sample design,

provided that the surveyed firms are representative of the true behavior of all the firms of

the strata.

                                                
5 See Cesaroni-Malgarini (2003), “L’inchiesta ISAE sugli investimenti delle imprese manifatturiere ed estrattive: aspetti
metodologici e risultati”, forthcoming in Documenti di Lavoro ISAE
6 In the surveys starting from May 2001, missing data has been equal to a quote between 0.6 and 4.8% of the sample.



5. The Manufacturing Survey: updating the sectoral classification and weights

A revision of the statistical and methodological system of the survey on the ISAE Italian

manufacturing and extractive firms is under way, concerning in particular sectoral

composition and aggregation procedures.

According to the Commission recommendation, a careful study of the economic

significance of the industrial sectors at the NACE 3 digit-level has been implemented7. For

this purpose, we have estimated value added sectoral weights, combining information on

value added at the 2-digit level with those on number of employees at the 3-digits level.

The latter dataset is included in the archive ASIA, recently diffused by ISTAT (the data

refers to 1999). Going into detail, data on national value added at factor prices are used for

Divisions 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 30; data on the number of employees is instead used

for value added estimation of Groups within the following Divisions 15, 17, 23, 24, 25, 28,

29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36. Division-value added is multiplied for the share of employees of

each Group within a Division on the total of employees of the Division. Some of the 3-digit

sectors (see table 3) appear to be almost negligible in the Italian Economy: for instance,

applying as a rule-of-thumb a value added weight > 0.5%, we have that in division 17

(Manufacture of textile), only the information derived by 17.1 (Preparation and spinning of

textile fibers), 17.2 (Textile weaving), the aggregate of 17.3 and 17.6 (Finishing of textiles

and Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics) and the aggregate of 17.4 and 17.5

(Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel,  and Manufacture of other

textiles), appear to be economically “significant”. The same line of thought as been applied

to the whole manufacturing sector, resulting in the sectoral classification appearing in the

second part of table 3. All the aggregation has been made in order to fully preserve the

possibility of aggregating the sector at the level of the Main Industrial Groups.

A new software is also going to be implemented to aggregate firm micro data, with the aim

of enhancing the flexibility and accountability of the procedures; the new procedure will

also allow to have a full historical reconstruction of sectoral time series, accordingly to the

renewed sectoral classification.

                                                
7 The Commission recommends, in general, elaborating survey data at the 2-digit level; however, it is often necessary to
go deeper, at 3-digit level, to be able to correctly provide information for the Main Industrial Groups (MIG), also
requested by the Commission.








